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Abstract

This paper develops a theoretical framework to think about employees’ effort choices, and

applies this framework to assess the ability of existing laboratory designs to identify the effect

of pay inequality on worker effort. The analysis shows that failure to control for a number

of confounds—such as reciprocity towards the employer in multi-lateral gift-exchange games

(vertical fairness), or the incentive to increase effort when feeling underpaid under piece

rates (income targeting)—may lead to inaccurate interpretation of evidence of treatment

effects. In light of these findings, the paper provides a set of recommendations on how to

improve identification in the design of laboratory experiments in the future.
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1 Introduction

The question of whether pay inequality affects worker effort is as important as it is puzzling.

Among compensation managers, pay secrecy and pay compression practices are often justified

by a common concern that pay inequality is detrimental for morale and effort (Bewley, 2007).

These considerations are also relevant for the development of business cycle models of the labour

market that rely on the assumption of internal pay equity concerns to generate wage rigidity

and explain unemployment fluctuations (e.g. Gertler and Trigari (2009) Snell and Thomas

(2010)). These sorts of concerns also find ample support in the economics and behavioural

science literature that suggests social comparisons in the dimension of pay have a major role in

influencing employees’ perception of fairness and morale in the workplace (see, e.g. Akerlof and

Yellen (1990) and Blau (1994)).1 Nevertheless, to date, it would be presumptuous to conclude

that our understanding of the effect of pay inequality on effort is complete.

To investigate this question economists have implemented a number of empirical method-

ologies, spanning from administrative data analysis (e.g. Smith (2015)) and field surveys (e.g.

Bewley (1999)), to laboratory (e.g. Charness and Kuhn (2007)), field (e.g. Cohn, Fehr, Her-

rmann, and Schneider (2014)) and natural experiments (e.g. Cullen and Perez-Truglia (2022)).

With few recent exceptions,2 the unobservable nature of worker effort and perceived fairness

has led to a widespread use of controlled laboratory experiments. However, despite a rich body

of literature and ample evidence, it is perhaps surprising that experimental evidence on the

effect of pay inequality on effort is mixed, and remains yet inconclusive.3

This paper contributes to this literature from the perspective of laboratory experiments.

The aim of the paper is to formally investigate the existence of potential confounds that may

have impaired the identification of treatment effects in existing designs—perhaps contributing

to the evidence being mixed—and, on this basis, to offer a set of recommendations on how to

improve identification in the future. For instance, are experiments adopting multi-lateral gift-

exchange games capable of disentangling between the morale effect of pay inequality (horizontal

1See also Goodman (1974), Frank (1984), Loewenstein and Bazerman (1989), Ordóñez, Connoly, and Coughlan
(2000) and McDonald, Nikiforakis, Olekalns, and Sibly (2013).

2Such as the natural field experiments of Flynn (2022) and Cullen and Perez-Truglia (2022)
3Among laboratory experiments, some studies report no evidence in support of this hypothesis (e.g. Charness

and Kuhn (2007), and Bartling and von Siemens (2011)), while other studies report that only disadvantageous
pay inequality has a significantly stronger and negative impact on employees’ effort (e.g. Gächter and Thöni
(2010), Nosenzo (2013), and Bracha, Gneezy, and Loewenstein (2015)). Among field experiments the evidence is
also mixed: while Cohn et al. (2014) and Breza, Kaur, and Shamdasani (2018) report some evidence of the effect
of disadvantageous pay inequality on effort, Hennig-Schmidt, Sadrieh, and Rockenbach (2010) and Sseruyange
and Bulte (2020) find no evidence.
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fairness) and the incentive for reciprocity towards the employer (vertical fairness) on employees’

choice of effort? Else, are experiments adopting piece-rate payments considering the incentive

of underpaid employees to increase their effort in order to increase their final earnings (income

targeting) and reduce the expected inequality? In the former case, horizontal and vertical

fairness considerations are two concurring factors in explaining workers’ effort responses to pay

inequality, while in the latter case, income targeting behaviour may dampen, or even offset,

any detrimental effect of disadvantageous pay inequality on effort. In both cases, failure to

appropriately control for these aspects may lead to inaccurate interpretations of treatment

effects.

To investigate these issues the paper develops a model of worker preferences that is suitable

to analytically think about the impact of pay inequality, reciprocity and income targeting on

a worker’s choice of effort. The model is then applied to characterise subjects’ effort responses

to a variety of pay treatments adopted by the existing literature and, subsequently, to assess

whether evidence of treatment effects is in fact determined by the morale effect of pay inequality,

or whether there are other factors at play. In so doing, a key contribution of the paper is to

advance a novel conceptual framework which fits two purposes: i) to classify and more clearly

compare existing designs in terms of treatments and testing approaches and ii) to provide

a formal analysis of subjects’ effort choices in the context of experiments. The advantage

of pursuing this approach is twofold. First, it enables to analyse subjects’ effort choices in

the context of the existing experimental literature under a single theoretical framework, and

to establish more precisely which features of laboratory designs are particularly effective in

the identification of the effect of pay inequality on effort. Second, it also enables to uncover

which aspects of existing designs may confound this identification, and therefore how to change

them to improve the design of experiments in the future.4 This methodological investigation

is important, not only to gain a clearer understanding of the existing evidence, but also to

guide the development of further research on this topic. In fact, although field and natural

experiments are not discussed in depth, the conclusions and recommendations advanced in this

paper could be informative to studies adopting these methods.

The theoretical model used in the assessment draws from the literature on distributional

preferences (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000), reciprocity (Rabin, 1993;

4The present paper does not deal with design features such as the choice between the direct response method
and the strategy method (see Gächter, Nosenzo, and Sefton (2012) for a thorough discussion of this), or the
choice between real effort and stated effort (which is addressed by Charness, Gneezy, and Henderson (2018)).
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Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk and Fischbacher, 2006) and reference dependence and

loss aversion in the evaluation of pay by workers (Goette, Huffman, and Fehr, 2004; Dickson

and Fongoni, 2019). A distinctive feature of the model is that it enables to capture the idea that

fairness evaluations are multidimensional: an idea that is well established in the behavioural

science literature (see e.g. Kahneman (1992) and Ordóñez et al. (2000)), but it is rarely explored

in theoretical and applied work in economics. In the model of this paper, the impact of horizontal

fairness considerations, which captures the central hypothesis behind the effect of pay inequality

on effort, is only one among other possible influences of perceived fairness and morale: being

paid less (more) than a co-worker decreases (increases) morale, effort becomes more (less) costly,

and decreasing (increasing) effort will increase workers’ utility. The model is also suitable

to analytically characterise workers’ incentive for reciprocity in the context of gift-exchange

games—according to which low (high) wages are reciprocated by low (high) effort—and the

incentive for income targeting in the context of piece-rate payment schemes, where the incentive

to generate income through effort is stronger—due to loss aversion—if workers believe their

income is below a certain (subjective) target.

The assessment of this paper has produced a number of insights. For instance, the analysis

shows that unless the information about the employer’s wage-choice set is common knowledge

in control treatments (in which pay is secret, or subjects are equally paid), experiments based

on three-person gift-exchange games cannot clearly disentangle whether effort responses are

driven by horizontal fairness concerns, reciprocity towards the employer, or a combination of

both. This is in fact the sort of concern which motivated the use of piece-rate payments in

laboratory experiments, without subject-employers choosing pay. The analysis also shows why

effort outcomes under piece-rate payments should be interpreted as the result of two offsetting

behavioural forces: the morale effect of pay inequality—which may lead to lower effort from

lower-paid employees—and the effect stemming from the incentive for income targeting—which

may lead to higher effort from lower-paid employees. These considerations also enable to explain

the evidence on subject’s responses in terms of quality versus quantity of effort when faced

with disadvantageous pay inequality: since the piece rate depends on quantity, subjects have an

incentive to increase effort on that dimension, e.g. increasing the output produced, but forgoing

quality, e.g. making more mistakes. Further, the paper also discusses how other features of

experimental designs, such as the use of repeated interactions—which could foster reputation

building in gift-exchange games—and the role of procedural fairness—which could affect how
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pay inequality is perceived, may have confounded or impaired the identification of the effect of

pay inequality on effort in existing experiments.

In light of these findings, the paper provides a more nuanced overview of the evidence

reported in the literature. While some experiments appear to have managed to control for

potential confounds, there are also a number of studies from which it is more difficult to draw

definitive conclusions on the effect of pay inequality on effort. As such, this paper calls for a

more cautious and informed interpretation of the evidence reported in the literature.5 Despite

an initial hope to obtain a more transparent picture of the effect of pay inequality on effort

after the assessment, we conclude that evidence on this hypothesis remains still mixed, and

that further research is needed, especially in settings where the experimenter can exert control

over the issues highlighted in this paper. In support of this assertion, the paper concludes by

delineating a set of recommendations on how to improve the design of experiments in the future.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of existing laboratory

designs and evidence, and highlights the presence of potential confounds. Section 3 constructs

a taxonomy of treatments to classify existing designs, and develops a theoretical model to char-

acterise employees’ effort choices in the laboratory. Section 4 applies this conceptual framework

to critically assess the literature, while Section 5 discusses the existing evidence in light of this

assessment and provides a number of recommendations for the development of future laboratory

designs. Section 6 offers some concluding remarks.

2 An overview of existing designs and evidence

This section provides an overview of the most distinctive aspects of laboratory designs that

investigate the effect of pay inequality on effort. Importantly, the overview is based on those

studies in which pay inequality stems from horizontal pay comparisons between workers, and

in which the main outcome of interest is workers’ effort. Other laboratory experiments with

similar designs that are not concerned with the effect of horizontal pay inequality on workers’

effort are, obviously, not discussed.6

5As such, the paper also suggests caution regarding the use of a meta-analysis to evaluate estimates of pay-
inequality treatment effects in the experimental literature. Despite the attempt of this paper to provide a more
systematic assessment of existing studies, as it will become clearer in the remainder of the paper there is still a
considerable amount of heterogeneity in the way in which experiments are designed, with some featuring even
more than one potential confound. These aspects may pose a serious challenge to meta-analyses investigations.

6For instance, the laboratory experiments of Maximiano, Sloof, and Sonnemans (2007), Hennig-Schmidt et al.
(2010), Abeler, Altmann, Kube, and Wibral (2010), Hesse and Rivas (2015), and Gross, Guo, and Charness
(2015), all implement multi-lateral gift-exchange games to investigate the determinants of worker’s effort in a
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The overview is based around the two most widely used settings in the literature, three-

person gift-exchange games and piece-rate payment schemes, and it is further organised along

three dimensions: overall design of the experiments; reported evidence; and potential issues.

2.1 Three-person gift-exchange games

Three-person gift-exchange games have been adopted in the experiments of Charness and Kuhn

(2007), Gächter and Thöni (2010), Gächter et al. (2012), Nosenzo (2013), and Charness, Cobo-

Reyes, Lacomba, Lagos, and Perez (2016).

Overall Design. The design of these experiments features a gift-exchange game between one

subject-employer and two subject-employees. In its canonical version, the employer moves first,

and chooses the wage of each employees from a given set of options—the employer’s choice set;

the employees move second, they observe the wage, and choose effort, which in turn affects the

employer’s payoff. The pay inequality treatment features information on relative wages being

public knowledge, and it arises (endogenously) as the outcome of the employer’s wage choice. A

number of studies use effort outcomes from pay equality as the control treatment (e.g. Gächter

and Thöni (2010) and Gächter et al. (2012)), while others use an equivalent three-person gift-

exchange game in which information on relative wages is kept private (e.g. Nosenzo (2013)).

Variations include: the case in which wages are set exogenously by a random mechanism (as in

one treatment of Gächter and Thöni (2010)), or by the experimenter (only for one employee, as

in one treatment of Nosenzo (2013)); the case in which the choice of the wage can be delegated

to one or both employees (Charness et al., 2016); and the case in which the effort choice of

one employee is observable by their peer (as in the main experiment of Gächter et al. (2012)).

Other variations include whether the gift-exchange game is played once or in multiple rounds,

and whether subjects are randomly rematched if the game is repeated.

Reported Evidence. Evidence from experiments adopting this design is mixed. Charness and

Kuhn (2007) find that pay inequality has no effect on employees’ effort, while Nosenzo (2013)

multi-worker environment. However, in Maximiano et al. (2007) workers are paid the same wage in all treatments,
while Hesse and Rivas (2015) investigate how the employers’ pay distribution affect worker’s effort decision.
Hence, there is no horizontal pay inequality treatment in these studies. Abeler et al. (2010) and Gross et al.
(2015) implement designs featuring a three-person gift-exchange game where, importantly, employees are ex-
ante different. Both studies aim to investigate the effect of pay equality on workers’ effort when workers are
heterogenous in their productivity (see also the discussion on procedural fairness in Section 4). Rather, Hennig-
Schmidt et al. (2010) do not explicitly investigate the effect of pay inequality on effort in the laboratory version
of their experiment. Finally, Brandts, Ortiz, and Belda (2019) adopt a ‘reverse’ multilateral gift-exchange game,
where workers choose effort before the employer chooses the wage allocation, and study the employer’s wage
decision as the outcome of interest.
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and Gächter et al. (2012) find some evidence of significant negative effects of disadvantageous

pay inequality on effort. Also Gächter and Thöni (2010) find evidence that employees’ effort

is decreasing in their co-worker’s wage, but this effect disappears in their treatment in which

the subject-employer is passive and wages are set randomly. Finally, Charness et al. (2016)

report that, under a public information treatment, both advantageous and disadvantageous pay

inequality increase workers’ effort relative to the case of pay equality7

Potential Issues. Three-person gift-exchange games have the advantage of being more rep-

resentative of real-world employment relationships, in which the internal pay structure is chosen

by the employer. However, in this setting it may be harder to identify whether it is the morale

effect of pay inequality—stemming from horizontal fairness considerations—or the reciprocal

incentive towards the subject-employer—i.e. vertical fairness—that drives the effort choice of

employees. For instance, in a situation in which an employee that is paid a relatively low wage

exerts low effort, it may not be straightforward to conclude whether the low effort response is

triggered by the feeling of being paid less than their peer, or by the employee negatively recip-

rocating the employer for choosing to pay them the low wage relative to a higher alternative,

regardless of how much their peer is paid.

2.2 Piece-rate payment schemes

Piece-rate payment schemes have been adopted in the experiments of Burchett and Willoughby

(2004), Bartling and von Siemens (2011), Ku and Salmon (2012), Greiner, Ockenfels, andWerner

(2011), Bracha et al. (2015), and Cardella and Roomets (2022).

Overall Design. The design of these experiments generally features subject-employees being

paid a piece-rate wage to work on a real-effort task for several rounds or for a given period of

time.8 The inequality treatment is typically administered by dividing subjects into two groups:

one receiving a lower piece rate and one receiving a higher piece rate, this distinction being

public knowledge. Hence, pay inequality is captured by unequal piece rates rather than unequal

flat wages. These rates are typically decided by the experimenter and the assignment of subjects

to different piece rates is random. Control treatments are either given by sessions in which both

groups receive equal (low or high) piece rates, and this is public knowledge (e.g. Bartling and

7Since their design is based on repeated interactions without re-matching, Charness et al. (2016) attribute
this finding to the possibility that employees were trying to influence the employers decision in the next round,
essentially playing a ‘reverse’ gift-exchange game. This potential issue, which stems from repeated interactions,
will be discussed in Section 4.

8The exception is Bartling and von Siemens (2011), in which participants have to state their effort choice.
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von Siemens (2011) and Ku and Salmon (2012)), or by sessions in which the information on

piece rates differential is kept private (e.g. Burchett and Willoughby (2004) and Bracha et al.

(2015)).

Reported Evidence. The evidence reported by these class of experiments also appears to be

mixed. Burchett and Willoughby (2004) find that subjects who were paid the low (high) piece

rate decrease (increase) their effort when information of relative wages is public knowledge.

Also, Ku and Salmon (2012) and Bracha et al. (2015) find some evidence that pay inequality

affects effort, but only for the case of disadvantageous inequality. On the other hand, Bartling

and von Siemens (2011) cannot reject the null hypothesis that pay inequality has no effect on

employees’ effort. Finally, the experiments of Greiner et al. (2011) and Cardella and Roomets

(2022) report evidence on employees’ effort in terms of both quantity and quality.9 While

both studies report that disadvantageous (piece-rate) pay inequality had a negative effect on

the quality of effort, Cardella and Roomets (2022) find no effect on the quantity of output

produced, while Greiner et al. (2011) find that employees’ effort on this dimension significantly

increased.

Potential Issues. Designs adopting piece-rate payments enable to avoid the existence recip-

rocal responses towards an employer (a point firstly made by Bartling and von Siemens (2011)).

However, piece-rate payment schemes introduce another potential confound if subjects are “in-

come targeters”. Income targeting behaviour reflects the idea that workers have an incentive

to exert more effort, and therefore generate higher earnings under piece rates, until they reach

a (subjective) income target (Goette et al., 2004; Fehr and Goette, 2007). In the context of the

experimental designs discussed above, if the low-rate employee perceives their pay to be below

their income target, which could be influenced by the expected final earnings of their high-rate

peer, disadvantageous pay inequality may generate an incentive to increase effort, in order to

reduce the expected final earnings gap. In such a case, the income targeting incentive could

dampen, offset, or even dominate any potential effect of disadvantageous (piece-rate) inequality

on effort.

Overall, experimental laboratory evidence in favour of the hypothesis that horizontal pay

comparisons matter for employees’ perceptions of fairness and effort appears to be inconclusive.

9In both experiments the piece-rate payment depends on the quantity of output produced (respectively,
number of forms completed / applications submitted) and not on the quality employees’ effort (share of correctly
transcribed forms / applications). The key implications of this observation will become clearer to the reader in
the remainder of the paper.
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In summary, while some studies find no evidence in support of this hypothesis, other studies

find that only disadvantageous pay inequality has a significantly stronger and negative impact

on employees’ effort. This overview also highlighted the existence of potential confounding

factors, as well as other nuances, that may have impaired the identification of treatment effects

in existing laboratory designs, perhaps contributing to the evidence being mixed. The next two

sections aim to provide a more formal assessment of this conjecture.

3 Conceptual framework

This section provides a conceptual framework that will constitute the common ground on which

existing experimental designs will be assessed. The following section develops a taxonomy

of treatments and testing approaches which can be used to classify, and more clearly compare,

existing designs along the dimensions discussed above. Then, the subsequent section will develop

a model of worker preferences and effort choice which will be adopted to conduct a more formal

assessment.

3.1 A taxonomy of treatments and testing approaches

To begin, it is useful to summarise the objective of the literature discussed in this paper within

the following hypothesis testing framework:

H0: Pay inequality has no effect on employees’ effort.

H1: Pay inequality affects employees’ effort: disadvantageous (advantageous) pay inequality

has a negative (positive) effect on employees’ effort.

Hence, the literature seeks to identify the effect of pay inequality—stemming form horizontal

fairness considerations—on employees’ effort.

Next, let us classify the treatments and controls adopted by the existing designs to test this

hypothesis into five main dimensions. The first is pay determination, which can be “endoge-

nous”, as in gift-exchange games in which it is a participant who chooses wages, or “exogenous”,

as in designs in which wages are manipulated by the experimenter or set randomly. There are

also two types of pay: a “flat wage”, and/or a “piece rate”. Subjects are also typically divided

between two main types depending on the level of their pay: those receiving a relatively “high”

wage and those receiving a relatively “low” wage. Sessions can also differ in terms of relative
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pay: under “equality” treatments, subjects are paid the same wage; while under “inequality”

treatments, subjects in the same match/group/team are paid different wages. Finally, treat-

ments can differ depending on whether information on relative pay is “private” or “public”.

These treatment dimensions are summarised in the table below.

Table 1: Treatment Dimensions

Pay determination endogenous; exogenous

Pay type flat wage; piece rate

Pay level high; low

Relative pay equality; inequality

Information public; private

Finally, it can be useful to summarise more formally the different empirical strategies

adopted by the experimental literature. In fact, while some studies used average effort out-

comes under a private-inequality treatment as a control for the effect of pay inequality on

effort, others used average effort outcomes under a public-equality treatment as the relevant

control. Clearly distinguishing between these and other testing approaches is important, as

different empirical strategies could, potentially, lead to different interpretations of treatments

effects and related evidence. To do so, consider two workers, i and j, and denote their effort by

e and the relevant pay type (flat wage or piece rate) by x. It is then possible to summarise the

testing approaches adopted by the existing literature as follows:

H1-A. E [ei|public; inequality] ≷ E [ei|private; inequality] ⇔ xi ≷ xj ;

H1-B. E [ei|public; inequality] ≷ E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ xi ≷ xj ;

H1-C. E [ei|public; inequality] ≷ E [ej |public; inequality] ⇔ xi ≷ xj ;

where, for instance, the observation that E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|private; inequality]

when xi < xj would be interpreted as evidence in favour of the hypothesis that disadvantageous

pay inequality has a negative effect on employees’ effort. The only exception are Bartling and

von Siemens (2011) who in fact tested for:

H1-B’. E [ei|public; inequality] ̸= E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ xi ̸= xj .

Next, we can begin to use this taxonomy of treatments and testing approaches to classify

existing laboratory experiments. For instance, the experiments of Gächter and Thöni (2010)
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and Nosenzo (2013) are both based on a three-person gift exchange game, however, the design of

Gächter and Thöni (2010) only features a public information treatment with a testing approach

based on the comparison of effort outcomes between the equality and inequality treatment;

while the design of Nosenzo (2013) features both public and private information treatments and

his testing approach is based on the comparison between these two when employees are facing

pay inequality. Hence, the design classification for Gächter and Thöni (2010) is: {endogenous;

flat wage} with {public; equality/inequality} treatments; their empirical strategy adopts the

{public; equality} as the control treatment, and their hypothesis testing approach is given by H1-

B. While for Nosenzo (2013) the classification is: {endogenous; flat wage} with {private/public;

inequality} treatments; the control treatment is {private; inequality}, and his testing approach

is characterised by H1-A.

Along the same lines we can classify the experiments of Bartling and von Siemens (2011)

and Bracha et al. (2015), which are both based on the use of piece-rate payment schemes,

but adopt different designs and testing approaches. In fact, while Bartling and von Siemens

(2011) implement a public information treatment and compare the effort choices of employees

between the pay equality and pay inequality treatments, Bracha et al. (2015) implement both

public and private information treatments, but then use average effort from the higher-paid

employees under public information as the main control for the response of lower-paid employees.

Hence, the design classification for Bartling and von Siemens (2011) is: {exogenous; piece rate}

with {public; equality/inequality} treatments; they adopt the {public; equality} treatment as

the main control, and their testing approach is better described by H1-B’. While for Bracha

et al. (2015) the classification is: {exogenous; piece rate} with {private/public; inequality}

treatments; their control is the {public: low; inequality} treatment, and their testing approach

is therefore given by H1-C.

This simple classification exercise can be extended to all the other experiments discussed

in Section 2. Pursuing this approach will turn out to be particularly useful to enable a more

transparent comparison of existing designs and testing frameworks, and to highlight presumably

important methodological differences among them. A complete classification of the literature

using this taxonomy is presented in Tables 2 and 3 of Section 4.
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3.2 A model of worker preferences

This section develops a model of worker preferences that aims to analytically characterise the

impact of pay inequality (horizontal fairness), reciprocity (vertical fairness) and income targeting

behaviour on a worker’s utility and choice of effort. To do so, the modelling approach draws

from the literature on distributional preferences (e.g. Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton

and Ockenfels (2000))—according to which it is the distribution of outcomes that matters for

fairness considerations; from the literature on intention-based reciprocity (e.g. Rabin (1993)

and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004))—according to which it is the intention leading to the

distribution of outcomes that matters for fairness considerations; and from the literature on

reference dependence and loss aversion in the evaluation of pay—see, for instance, Goette et al.

(2004) in a context of piece rates, and Dickson and Fongoni (2019) in a worker-firm relationship

with flat wages.

Consider a worker i engaged in an employment relationship with an employer and a co-worker

j. The job consists in performing a productive task which requires effort e. The employment

contract is incomplete: effort is not observable by neither the employer nor their co-worker,

meaning that there is some discretion on how much effort workers can exert. Effort is costly to

exert, but there are also psychological benefits of being productive, reflecting the existence of

intrinsic motivation that is independent of pay. To capture these features, we assume workers

perceive some net-cost of effort given by d(e) = e2/2 − be, where ē ≡ b ∈ R++—the minimiser

of d—captures “normal effort”, i.e. effort that is independent of pay.10

Both workers choose their effort once they learn the wage ω that they are paid for the task.

The wage can either be a flat wage ω = w, or a piece-rate wage ω = ez, where z is the piece

rate. Further, it is assumed that workers are reference dependent and loss averse (Kahneman

and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) and that evaluate their pay in relation to a

reference point r, according to a piece-wise linear gain-loss function µ(ω − r), where µ(x) = x

if x ≥ 0 and µ(x) = λx if x < 0; in which λ > 1 captures a worker’s degree of loss aversion.

Importantly, these evaluations are made on three key domains: one reflecting the effect of

relative pay on morale (horizontal fairness); one reflecting the role of fair treatment from their

employer (vertical fairness); and one reflecting the effect of relative income on morale under

10See also Sliwka and Werner (2017), Macera and te Velde (2018), and Dickson and Fongoni (2019) for other
models of worker’s preferences featuring a similar assumption. Note this assumption also reflects the evidence that
workers engage actively in productive tasks even absent a monetary incentive to do so (Bewley, 2007; Altmann,
Falk, Grunewald, and Huffman, 2014).
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piece rates. In what follows, we will first describe how each one of these domains affects a

worker’s utility. Subsequently, we will present how they enter the utility function and comment

on their relevance depending on the contract type and working environment.

Denote by rS the reference point used for horizontal fairness considerations, and assume

that it is determined by the co-worker’s pay, if this is known. The impact of morale stemming

from horizontal fairness considerations (i.e. pay inequality) on worker i’s utility is given by:

S(ei, ωi, r
S
i ) ≡

 eiµ(wi − wj) if ω = w

eiµ(zi − zj) if ω = ez.

This morale component of utility captures the central hypothesis behind the effect of pay in-

equality on effort: being paid more than a co-worker increases morale, effort becomes less

costly, and increasing effort will increase utility; while being paid less than a co-worker de-

creases morale, effort becomes more costly, implying that utility is increased by reducing effort.

Moreover, due to loss aversion, the impact of disadvantageous inequality on morale is larger

than the impact of advantageous inequality (see also Fehr and Schmidt (1999)).11

Next, denote by rG the reference wage used for vertical fairness considerations and assume

that it is determined by a worker’s belief of what the employer should pay them (in the spirit

of intention-based reciprocity theory), for a given set of possible pay levels. The impact of

morale stemming from vertical fairness considerations (i.e. gift-exchange) on worker i’s utility

is captured by:

G(ei, ωi, r
G
i ) ≡ µ(ωi − rGi )ϕ(ei, ēi)

where ϕ(ei, ēi) = ei− ēi. This reciprocity component of utility is modelled in the spirit of Rabin

(1993) and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004): ϕ would capture a measure of the worker’s

kindness towards the employer and µ would capture a measure of the employer’s kindness

towards the worker: a wage above what the worker believes to be the fair wage is perceived as

a gift, and the worker will increase utility by increasing effort (above normal effort ē), which

in turn increases the employer’s profit (a kind action towards the employer); a wage below

what the worker believes the employer could pay them is perceived as unkind, hence the worker

will increase utility by decreasing effort (below normal effort ē), reducing the employer’s profit

11However, note that Fehr and Schmidt (1999) model fairness as “inequity aversion”: people dislike inequitable
outcomes, independently of whether they are advantageous or disadvantageous for them. This is in contrast
with how we model the implications of horizontal fairness considerations, according to which advantageous
(disadvantageous) inequality has a positive (negative) effect on morale, and therefore on effort.
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(an unkind action towards the employer).12 Loss aversion implies that negative reciprocity is

stronger than positive reciprocity (see also Dickson and Fongoni (2019)).

Finally, we also want to model the possibility that workers are “income targeters” when

working under piece rates. We denote the relevant reference income by rI , which is assumed

to be determined by the expected income that will be earned by the co-worker, if information

on relative piece rates is public. This assumption reflects the existence of horizontal social

comparison on the dimension of income (final earnings), in addition to the one on the dimension

of pay. The impact of income targeting behaviour on worker i’s utility is given by:

I(ei, ωi, r
I
i ) ≡ µ(eizi − rIi ).

This component of utility is modelled in the spirit of Goette et al. (2004), and captures the

idea that workers compare their income relative to a subjective reference target, and that

the incentive to generate income through effort is stronger—due to loss aversion—if workers

believe their income is below this target. In the context of the present framework this incentive

implies that, if a worker adopts the expected final earnings of their co-worker as a reference,

disadvantageous pay inequality may generate an incentive to increase effort, in order to reduce

the expected inequality gap.

A worker i’s utility is assumed to be additively separable along these three fairness dimen-

sions just described:

u(ei, ωi, r
S
i , r

G
i , r

I
i ) = [1− γi]ωi − d(ei) +αiS(ei, ωi, r

S
i )1

S + βiG(ei, ωi, r
G
i )1

G + γiI(ei, ωi, r
I
i )1

I ;

(1)

where the parameters (αi, βi, γi) ∈ R3
+ capture the subjective weights of these three dimensions

on a worker’s utility,13 and (1S ,1G,1I) are indicator functions with the following properties:

1S = 1 if information on relative pay is public, and 1S = 0 otherwise (also note that in this

latter case rIi remains undetermined); 1G = 1 if the employer choice set is known, and 1G = 0

otherwise (note this will also be the case in the absence of an employer choosing pay);14 and

12In Appendix A.1 we show howG(ei, ωi, r
G
i ) is analogous to the “reciprocity payoff” stemming from a canonical

gift-exchange game with reciprocity á la Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004), which explicitly accounts for the
role of beliefs in the formation of the reference point for fairness evaluations.

13Note that the income targeting dimension has been added to the worker’s utility in a way that is comple-
mentary to the typical incentive given by the piece-rate wage.

14Note that if the employer’s choice set is unknown, workers will not have enough information to assess the
intentionality of the employer’s choice, and neither they can know whether the employer could have paid them
a different wage than the one they receive. Information about the employer’s choice set, and hence about the
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1I = 1 under piece rates, i.e. if ω = ez, and 1I = 0 if pay is determined by a flat wage, i.e. if

ω = w.15 Hence, after learning their pay ω = {w, ez} and for given r = {rS , rI , rG}, depending

on the type of employment contract and working environment, workers will choose the level of

effort e that maximises their utility, as given by (1).

This formulation of utility enables us to analytically characterise the impact of horizontal

pay comparison, reciprocity, and income targeting, on a worker’s perception of fairness of their

pay, and therefore on their choice of effort. By modelling fairness as being reference dependent

within a framework of multiple reference points, the model of this paper embraces the idea

that fairness evaluations can be multidimensional. In fact, recognising that reference points

are typically artifacts of economics models, this modelling approach is consistent with the idea

that there exist a variety of factors affecting workers’ perception of fairness of their pay, and

it enables us to capture under a unique framework their relative impact on utility and effort

choices.16

4 Assessment

This section implements the conceptual framework just developed to formally assess whether

the potential issues highlighted in the overview of Section 2 are a concern for the identification

of the effect of pay inequality on worker effort in existing laboratory designs.

The assessment will be restricted to the disadvantageous inequality case only. This choice

is justified by two reasons. First, this is the only case, with the exception of Burchett and

Willoughby (2004) and Charness et al. (2016), for which some evidence of treatment effects was

detected in the existing literature, and it is therefore important to assess the validity of such

identification in detail. Second, the insights stemming from the analysis of disadvantageous

inequality will be fairly similar to what can be concluded from an analogous analysis of advan-

tageous inequality. Hence, to ease the expositional burden, the assessment will henceforth focus

employer’s payoff, is a fundamental premise of intention-based reciprocity theories (see, in particular, the findings
in Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2010)). In the absence of this information, it is not possible to make vertical fairness
evaluations, which justifies why 1G = 0 in this case.

15This setting implies that there is no incentive for income targeting if the worker is paid a flat wage. This
is obvious, since under flat wages: i) a worker’s income is either the wage itself, or the sum of the flat wages
received in each round, if there are multiple employment periods; and ii) the worker has no control over the flat
wage, which is chosen by the employer. Hence there is no action that the worker can take to affect their final
earnings and achieve a desired income target.

16In particular, the modelling approach taken in this paper is akin to reference-dependent models in which
individuals evaluate outcomes relative to multiple reference points according to a ‘segregated’ mechanism (Kah-
neman, 1992; Ordóñez et al., 2000)
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on disadvantageous pay inequality.

4.1 Gift exchange and reciprocity

First, we classify in Table 2 below the gift-exchange games previously discussed using the

taxonomy developed in Section 3. We can then assert that the literature has adopted two testing

Table 2: Three-person Gift-Exchange Games

Experimental Control Testing Evidence
Design Treatment Approach (Reported)

endogenous {private; inequality} H1-A No
Charness and Kuhn (2007) flat wage {public; equality} H1-B

private/public
equality/inequality

endogenous /exogenous {public; equality} H1-B Yes
Gächter and Thoni (2010) flat wage (disadvantageous)

public
equality/inequality

endogenous {public; equality} H1-B Yes
Gächter et al. (2012) flat wage (disadvantageous)

public
equality/inequality

endogenous {private; inequality} H1-A Yes
Nosenzo (2013) flat wage (disadvantageous)

private/public
inequality

endogenous {public; equality} H1-B Yes*
Charness et al. (2016) flat wage (advantageous)

private/public
equality/inequality

*Note: Charness et al. (2016) find that both advantageous and disadvantageous pay inequality have a positive
effect on effort.

approaches. One comparing average effort outcomes between a private information treatment

and a public information treatment, both featuring pay inequality (H1-A); and one comparing

average effort outcomes between a pay equality treatment and a pay inequality treatment, both

featuring public information on relative wages (H1-B). In the context of the model developed

in this paper, failure to reject the null hypothesis H0 would suggest that αi = 0; while rejection

of the null hypothesis in favour of the alternative H1 would suggest that αi > 0. However, it is

not clear that by investigating H1-A or H1-B, these approaches are able to clearly disentangle

the effect of horizontal comparison, on employee’s effort, from the one triggered by a reciprocal

response towards the employer.

To see this, consider the optimal effort choice of a worker i for any given ωi, ωj and rGi in a
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three-person gift-exchange game. This is given by the value of effort that maximises (1) when

ω = w and 1I = 0:

ei = ēi + αiµ(wi − wj)1
S + βiµ(wi − rGi )1

G. (2)

Next, denote the low and high wage by wL and wH respectively, where wL < wH , and assume

that, in treatments in which the employer’s choice set is common knowledge, the reference

wage used for vertical fairness considerations is given by the highest possible wage that the

employer can choose: rGi = wH . Although being a simplification, this assumption remains in

the spirit of existing theories of intention-based reciprocity, since it implies that rGi depends

on the worker’s beliefs of what wage the employer could have chosen (in this case, the highest

available alternative).17 Finally, we assume wi = wL and wj = wH in the inequality treatment,

and wi = wj = wL in the equality treatment.

Let us begin by considering the case in which the employer’s choice set is unknown in control

treatments (i.e. 1G = 0 in the {private; inequality} and the {public; equality} treatments).

Using the optimal effort function (2), our model yields the following average effort outcomes in

each treatment (henceforth, coefficients without subscripts indicate average values):

E [ei|private; inequality] = ē, (3)

E [ei|public; equality] = ē, (4)

E [ei|public; inequality] = ē+ λ[α+ β][wi − wj ]. (5)

Together, these imply that, when wi < wj :

H1-A. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|private; inequality] ⇔ ∀(α, β) ∈ R2
+ ¬ (α = β = 0);

H1-B. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ ∀(α, β) ∈ R2
+ ¬ (α = β = 0).

17In the intention-based reciprocity literature rGi would be defined as the worker i’s belief of the average of
the maximum and minimum material payoffs that the employer could give to i in principle, given the employer’s
belief of what the worker i will do (see Rabin (1993) and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004)). Nevertheless,
as also Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) point out, there is no deep justification for picking the average of
the maximum and minimum payoffs, and since we are not considering the employer’s optimal choice, it is not
necessary to model higher order beliefs (see also Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2000)). Hence, the assumption
adopted here becomes instrumental in capturing the central idea behind intention-based reciprocity: if worker i
is paid the low wage they would perceive this as an unkind action from the employer, who could have paid them
a higher alternative; while if worker i is paid the high wage, they would perceive this action just as fair. See
Appendix A.1 for a detailed analysis of how the model of this paper is related to, and can be derived from, a
more general sequential-move game with reciprocity.
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We can draw two insights. First, there is no difference between adopting {private; inequality}

or {public; equality} as the relevant control treatment, since in both cases workers only observe

one wage in both treatments, in this case wL, and do not have enough information to assess

whether the employer could have paid them another wage, in this case wH . Second, it is not

possible to conclude that the observation of low effort from low-paid workers in the {public;

inequality} treatment is exclusively triggered by horizontal fairness concerns (α > 0;β = 0);

reciprocity towards the employer alone (α = 0;β > 0); or a combination of both (α > 0;β > 0).

This suggests that experimental designs based on three-person gift-exchange games, in which

the employer’s choice set is unknown in control treatments, cannot clearly disentangle whether

the effort response of subject-employees to pay inequality is the outcome of horizontal social

comparison with their matched peers, or simply reciprocity towards the choice of the subject-

employer.18

In fact, in order to investigate this issue, Gächter and Thöni (2010) conducted an additional

experimental session in which the choice of wages is left to a random device which acts on behalf

of the subject-employer (and this is public knowledge). What they found is that, contrary to

what they observed in the canonical version of the game, wage inequality had no effect on

employees’ effort. In light of the framework developed in this paper, the findings of Gächter

and Thöni (2010) seem to suggest that the negative effect of disadvantageous inequality on effort

observed by the authors was mainly driven by reciprocity towards a subject-employer rather

than by concerns for horizontal fairness, i.e. it seems to be the case that α = 0 and β > 0.

Next, let us consider an alternative design in which the employer’s choice set is common

knowledge in all treatments (i.e. 1G = 1). Designs adopting the strategy method, as opposed to

the direct response method, could fall into this category (i.e. Gächter et al. (2012) and Nosenzo

(2013)). In this case, average effort predicted by our model in both of the control treatments

is:

E [ei|private; inequality] = ē+ βλ[wi − wH ],

E [ei|public; equality] = ē+ βλ[wi − wH ],

18Note that the literature also adopted a regression approach to estimate the impact of the wage difference
[wi − wj ] (e.g. Charness and Kuhn (2007)), or of the co-worker’s wage wj (e.g. Gächter and Thöni (2010)), on
worker i’s effort. As it is now clear from the equation describing a worker’s effort response to wage inequality in
(5), these approaches would be estimating the combined effect of horizontal comparison and reciprocity on effort,
i.e. the coefficient [α+ β], and not α alone, which instead is what these studies are seeking to measure.
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which implies that, when wi < wj ,

H1-A. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|private; inequality] ⇔ α > 0;

H1-B. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ α > 0.

This result suggests that making the employer’s choice set common knowledge when infor-

mation on relative pay is kept private, or when both workers are paid the same wage, can let

the experimenter control for the existence of reciprocity behaviour even in control treatments.

Using this approach will then allow the experimenter to conclude that any difference in effort

outcomes between the private and public information treatments, or between the equality and

inequality treatments, is exclusively driven by the morale effect of horizontal fairness consid-

erations (i.e. that α > 0). Hence, this approach enables a cleaner identification of the main

treatment effect of interest.

4.2 Piece rates and income targeting

Let us now classify the experimental designs adopting a piece-rate payment scheme in Table 3

below. There are three main testing approaches. Two are the same as the ones adopted in the

rest of the literature previously discussed (H1-A and H1-B), while the third approach compares

average effort outcomes between the higher-paid and the lower-paid employees within the same

treatment of public information and wage inequality (H1-C). The only exception is Bartling and

von Siemens (2011) who tested for H1-B’. This case will be discussed separately as a postscript

to this section. In what follows, the aim is to assess whether these testing approaches can

cleanly identify the effect of pay inequality on effort, that is, whether failure to reject the null

hypothesis H0 is due to αi = 0, or whether the rejection of the null hypothesis in favour of the

alternative H1 is due to αi > 0.

Let us begin by considering the optimal effort choice of a worker i under a piece-rate payment

scheme, for any given ωi, ωj and reference income rIi . This is given by the value of effort that

maximises (1) when ω = ez and when there is no employer (i.e. 1G = 0):

ei = ēi + αiµ(zi − zj)1
S + [1− γi + µ′

iγi]zi, (6)

where µ′
i = 1 when the worker perceives their wage to be above their reference income (ωi > rIi );
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Table 3: Piece-rates Payment Schemes

Experimental Control Testing Evidence
Design Treatment Approach (Reported)

exogenous {private; inequality} H1-A Yes
Burchett and Willoughby (2004) piece rate

private/public
inequality

exogenous {public; equality} H1-B’ No
Bartling and von Siemens (2010) piece rate

public
equality/inequality

exogenous {public; equality} H1-B Yes
Ku and Salmon (2012) piece rate (disadvantageous)

public
equality/inequality

exogenous {private; inequality} H1-A Yes*
Greiner et al. (2011) piece rate {public; equality} H1-B (disadvantageous)

private/public {public; inequality} H1-C
equality/inequality

exogenous {public; inequality} H1-C Yes
Bracha et al. (2015) piece rate (disadvantageous)

private/public
inequality

exogenous {public; equality} H1-B No*
Cardella and Roomets (2022) piece rate

public
equality/inequality

*Note: Greiner et al. (2011) (Cardella and Roomets (2022)) find that pay inequality has a positive (null) effect
on effort—measured in terms of quantity of output produced, while both studies find that it negatively affects
the quality of the output. In line with how effort has been measured in the rest of the literature (i.e. in terms of

quantity of output produced), we report this as some (no) evidence.
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and µ′
i = λi when the worker perceives their wage to be below it (ωi < rIi ). If the information

on relative piece rates is public, we follow the premises of Section 3 and assume that a worker

i’s reference income is given by their expectations of what their co-worker j could earn, that is

rIi = Eωj . Moreover, to proceed with the analysis we further assume that ωj will be expected

to be higher (lower) than their wage, ωi, if worker j is paid a higher (lower) piece rate, i.e.

Eωj ⋛ ωi if zj ⋛ zi.
19 On the other hand, if the information on relative piece rates is private,

we will adopt an agnostic approach to the way in which a reference income rIi is formed, and

we will derive results for all possible cases: ωi ⋛ rIi .
20

Next, denote the low and high piece rate by zL and zH respectively, where zL < zH , and let

us restrict once again the analysis to the disadvantageous inequality case only. Hence, we assume

zi = zL and zj = zH in the inequality treatment, and zi = zj = zL in the equality treatment.

Using the effort function in (6), the model yields the following average effort outcomes in each

treatment:

E [ei|private; inequality; ] = ē+ [1− γ + µ′γ]zi, (7)

E [ei|public; equality] = ē+ [1− γ]zi, (8)

E [ei|public; inequality] = ē+ αλ[zi − zj ] + [1− γ + λγ]zi, (9)

E [ej |public; inequality] = ē+ α[zj − zi] + zj . (10)

Notice that, unlike the case of gift-exchange games, unless subjects perceive they can achieve

their reference target when information is private, the treatments {private; inequality} and

{public; equality} may lead to different effort outcomes, which implies these treatments do not

always represent the same control.21

We can now use the effort functions just derived to analyse the testing approaches adopted

19Since Eωj = E[ejzj ] where zj is known, whether this assumption holds crucially depends on a worker
i’s expectations about how much effort their co-worker j will exert, which in turn will depend on worker j
expectations about how much effort i exerts. Since effort choices are made simultaneously, workers will have
to form expectations about their co-worker’s effort and expectations, and these will have to be consistent with
each other and with workers’ expected behaviour. In Appendix A.2 we provide a more formal analysis of this
situation, and we show that the assumption we make is reasonable if the pay gap |zi − zj | is sufficiently large, for
given α, γ, and λ.

20It is not inconceivable that, after learning that pay is determined through piece rates, subjects begin to form
beliefs about a personal income target to be achieved throughout the experiment.

21Further notice that these theoretical results and the following analysis are based on the implicit assump-
tion that a worker will always manage to exert their optimal, utility-maximising level of effort within a given
experimental setting. However, there may be constraints that limit this possibility, such as a pre-set time to
engage with the task. In such cases, it may be harder to detect the variation in effort outcomes triggered by the
piece-rate/income-targeting incentive, which further contributes to the uncertainty around the identification of
treatment effects under piece rates.
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in the literature when zi < zj . Hence, we find that:

H1-A. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|private; inequality] ⇔ γ < α
λ

λ− µ′
zj − zi

zi
;

H1-B. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ γ < α
zj − zi

zi
;

H1-C. → E [ei|public; inequality] < E [ej |public; inequality] ⇔ γ <
α[λ+ 1] + 1

λ− 1

zj − zi
zi

.

A careful inspection of these conditions enables us to draw a number of insights. First,

our model suggests that disadvantageous piece-rate inequality has a negative effect on workers’

effort only if the incentive for income targeting is sufficiently small relative to the morale effect

of pay inequality. This result implies that the incentive to work harder, in order to reduce the

expected disadvantageous income gap, may dampen, offset, or even exceed the negative effect

of pay inequality on morale and effort, confounding the identification of the main treatment

effect of interest. Hence, laboratory experiments based on piece-rate payment schemes seem

to be more appropriately designed to test for the relative importance of the morale effect of

pay inequality versus income inequality, on effort. This consideration reveals an issue: the

absence of differences in average effort outcomes between treatment and control groups cannot

be interpreted as evidence in support of the null hypothesis that pay inequality has no effect on

effort, since this could also be the outcome of two offsetting forces.22

Next, note that if the pay gap zj − zi is large enough, it will be more likely that ceteris

paribus the conditions on the right-hand side of the material equivalence above will hold: by

purposely setting a large gap between the low and the high piece rate, the experimenter can

improve the ability of these designs to isolate the effect of horizontal fairness considerations

from the income targeting incentive. In fact, if the difference in piece rates is large enough,

lower-paid employees may feel discouraged to even attempt to increase their effort as a mean

to reduce the expected pay gap.

Another possible solution to this issue can be deduced in the context of hypothesis H1-A.

In particular, notice that if ωi < rIi in the {private; inequality} treatment, the condition on the

right-hand side of the material equivalence for hypothesis H1-A will be given by α > 0.23 That

22The only experiment acknowledging this is the one of Ku and Salmon (2012), who in fact frame their
hypotheses accordingly.

23This can be deduced from comparing equation (7), in which µ′ = λ since ωi < rIi , with equation (9) as
required by the testing approach H1-A. From this, it is straightforward to check that E [ei|public; inequality] <
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is, if the experiment is designed such that subjects will have an incentive for income targeting

in the domain of losses even when information on relative pay is private, then, any observed

difference in effort outcomes between the {private; inequality} and the {public; inequality}

treatment can be attributed exclusively to the negative effect of pay inequality that stems from

horizontal fairness considerations.

The conditions derived above also highlight a number of caveats regarding the testing ap-

proaches adopted in the literature. For instance, when testing hypothesis H1-A, it should be

acknowledged that the more a worker is loss averse, the stronger would be the incentive to

increase effort in order to reduce the disadvantageous pay gap—perceived as a loss. Hence, the

more a worker is loss averse, the more likely it will be that the positive effect of income targeting

on effort offsets the negative effect of piece-rate inequality on morale and effort, again confound-

ing the identification of the latter effect. As such, gathering information on subjects’ degree

of loss aversion can be useful to control for this when testing for hypothesis H1-A under piece

rates. Finally, by inspecting the condition on the right-hand side of the material equivalence

concerning hypothesis H1-C, it can be deduced that this condition holds even if α = 0, that

is, even if employees do not care about horizontal fairness and inequality in piece rates. This

deduction implies that the average effort of higher-paid employees under public information is

not an appropriate control to test for the effects of pay inequality on effort. Under piece rates

effort is an increasing function of pay: the piece rate effectively captures the marginal monetary

benefit of exerting an additional unit of effort. Hence, it is possible that higher-paid workers

will exert more effort than lower-paid workers, regardless of horizontal fairness considerations

and inequality.

Finally, let us consider hypothesis H1-B’. Using the effort function in (6) when zi ̸= zj yields:

E [ei|public; inequality] = ē+ αµ′[zi − zj ] + [1− γ + µ′γ]zi;

which implies that:

H-B’. → E [ei|public; inequality] ̸= E [ei|public; equality] ⇔ γ ̸= α
zj − zi

zi
.

In their study Bartling and von Siemens (2011) conclude that wage inequality has no effect

on employees’ effort, since they find no significant difference between effort outcomes across

E [ei|private; inequality] only if α > 0.
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their treatment and control group. The above deduction, instead, suggests that an alternative,

and equally plausible explanation for this evidence would be that the effect of pay inequality

on morale and effort is offset by the incentive for income targeting. It is therefore difficult to

conclude anything about the effect of pay inequality on employees’ effort from this test.

In conclusion, the analysis of this section highlighted the existence of a number of potential

confounding factors in designs based on piece rates, and calls for a more cautious interpretation

of the evidence. In general, experiments using piece-rate payments seem to lend themselves

more naturally to testing for the morale effect of pay inequality relative to the effect of income

inequality.

4.3 Further considerations

In this section we conclude the assessment of the experimental literature by discussing more

loosely about other elements of existing designs that should be considered.

Repeated Interactions and Reputation Building. In the context of three-person gift-exchange

games it could be important to consider the impact of repeated interactions on the behaviour of

employees. In this respect, experiments vary considerably between designs in which the game is

played only once (Nosenzo, 2013), or in multiple rounds; and whether the employees-employer

match remains the same in each round (Charness et al., 2016), or whether subjects are randomly

re-matched (Charness and Kuhn, 2007; Gächter and Thöni, 2010). Repeated interactions with

the same employer may introduce incentives among employees to build a reputation for being

“highly productive”: employees might increase effort when receiving a low wage, in order to

persuade the employer to pay them a higher wage in subsequent rounds (see also the discussion

in Charness et al. (2016)). The same incentive could exist even when subjects are randomly

rematched in each round (for instance, employees may exert higher effort in one round with

the expectation that, if re-matched with the same employer, they will be paid a higher wage

in return). Hence, the presence of this incentive may swap the timing of the canonical gift-

exchange game, effectively becoming a ‘reverse’ gift-exchange game with employees as first

movers, confounding the identification of the effect of pay inequality on effort.

Justified Inequality and Procedural Fairness. The key premise which motivates the research

discussed in this paper is that pay inequality is perceived as unfair by employees, especially

by those that feel underpaid relative to their peers. However, the literature on procedural

fairness points out that whether inequality is perceived as unfair may depend on the procedure
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that generated it, rather than the inequality itself (Bolton, Brandts, and Ockenfels, 2005). This

consideration bears important implications for the design of experiments investigating the effects

of pay inequality. For instance, consider the experiment of Charness and Kuhn (2007), in which

employees are ex-ante different in terms of their productivity, this difference being common

knowledge. This situation would justify the decision of employers to pay the low wage to the

least productive employees and the high wage to the most productive ones. When receiving

the low wage, lower-paid employees may infer they are the least productive and perceive the

disadvantageous inequality as fair, with no (or less) adverse consequences on morale and effort.

As other authors have already pointed out (e.g. Gächter and Thöni (2010), Bartling and von

Siemens (2011) and Nosenzo (2013)) this is perhaps why Charness and Kuhn (2007) do not

find any evidence of the effect of pay inequality on employees’ effort.24 Thus, if experiments

are designed under the premise that unequal allocations are naturally perceived as unfair, it

is important to ensure that employees perceive the procedure that generates pay inequality as

unjustified, or else, to ensure that this matter is appropriately controlled for.

There are three laboratory experiments in this literature that have tackled the theme of

procedural fairness explicitly. One is the design of Ku and Salmon (2012), in which subject-

employees are ex-ante equal, and wages are set by a random mechanism. They find that those

who viewed the random mechanism as unfair responded more strongly to disadvantageous pay

inequality. The other two are the experiments of Bracha et al. (2015) and Cardella and Roomets

(2022), in which subjects perform an assessment task—before the start of the main experiment—

and are subsequently divided in two sub-treatments: one in which subjects’ pay in the main

experiment depends on their performance in the assessment task—i.e. the allocation of pay

is justified by a meritocratic criterion; and one in which subjects’ pay is determined by an

arbitrary/random criterion—i.e. the allocation of pay is unjustified. As such, in both these

experiments ex-ante differences between subjects are generated endogenously. Bracha et al.

(2015) find that the effect of pay inequality on labour supply is dampened when the allocation

of pay is perceived as justified by subjects.25 In the same vein, Cardella and Roomets (2022)

find stronger effects of pay inequality on effort under the unjustified pay inequality treatment.

These findings suggest that procedural fairness is an important aspect to consider and neglecting

24Other laboratory experiments studying a design in which employees are ex-ante different are those of Güth,
Königstein, Kovács, and Zala-Mezo (2001), Abeler et al. (2010), Angelova, Güth, and Kocher (2012) and Gross
et al. (2015). See Nosenzo (2013) for a more thorough discussion of this literature.

25However, the authors do not perform an analogous analysis on their measure of employees’ effort.
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its role can be misleading when interpreting the evidence.26

The Role of Loss Aversion. In the theory developed in this paper loss aversion is the psy-

chological source of two important behaviours. First, it determines the strength of a worker’s

effort response to disadvantageous pay inequality. To this extent, loss aversion might explain

why the existing literature identified significant treatment effects only for the case of disadvan-

tageous inequality. To see this, denote by T−(+) the disadvantageous (advantageous) inequality

treatment and by C the respective appropriate control treatment (and assume there are no

confounds). Further denote by τ̄−(+) the absolute value of the average treatment effect under

disadvantageous (advantageous) pay inequality, where τ̄−(+) ≡
∣∣∣E[ei|T−(+)] − E[ei|C]

∣∣∣, and by

δ the absolute value of the minimum average treatment effect that an experiment is meant to

be able to detect. Using the model of Section 3 to theoretically derive average effort outcomes

in each treatment yields: E [ei|T+] = ē + α[wH − wL]; E [ei|T−] = ē + αλ[wL − wH ]; and

E [ei|C] = ē; which implies that:

a) τ̄− > τ̄+ ⇔ λ > 1 and

b) ∃λ > 1 such that τ̄− > δ > τ̄+ ∀α > 0.

That is, loss aversion implies that a) the effect of disadvantageous inequality on effort is stronger,

and therefore it might explain why b) this effect is more easily identifiable in existing exper-

iments, despite horizontal social comparison in the dimension of pay, that is α, being equally

important. Second, loss aversion determines the strength of the incentive to exert more effort,

by under-paid subjects, in a situation of expected earnings inequality under piece rates. Both

considerations imply that to gain a better understanding of the effects of pay inequality on

effort it might be relevant to measure and control for subjects’ degree of loss aversion, and to

reconsider hypothesis testing approaches that rely on the assumption of symmetric treatment

effects between disadvantageous and advantageous inequality.

Quantity versus Quality Tradeoff. In existing experiments adopting piece rates and real-

effort tasks, the piece-rate payment depends on the quantity of output produced, but not on its

quality. Since quality is not monitored and it does not affect the final payoff from the experiment,

it is natural for subjects to put effort to increase the quantity of output, rather than to increase

26An extension of the logic of procedural fairness can lead to the assertion that even pay equality could be
perceived as unfair, if employees are in fact unequal (see Abeler et al. (2010) and Gross et al. (2015) for laboratory
experiments investigating this hypothesis).
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its “quality”. For example, in the experiment of Greiner et al. (2011), subjects could increase

their final earnings by transcribing a greater number of forms (copying 10-digit numbers into

an input mask), regardless of whether this was done correctly or not—i.e. regardless of quality.

In the analysis of piece-rate payment schemes, we formally established that the incentive to

increase effort along the quantity dimension might be particularly salient for the lower-paid

subjects, who are even more motivated (loss aversion) to increase their final earnings to reduce

the expected inequality gap in income. This theoretical result enables to put some clarity around

the puzzling evidence reported by Greiner et al. (2011) (and Cardella and Roomets (2022)) who

find that disadvantageous piece-rate inequality has a positive (null) effect on effort, measured

in terms of quantity of output, but a significantly negative effect on quality, measured in terms

of incorrectly transcribed forms (submitted applications). These considerations suggest that

experimental designs should explicitly consider both these dimensions of output—quantity and

quality—when reporting evidence on the effect of pay inequality on effort, and the fact that,

under piece rates, subjects have an incentive to allocate their effort to increase quantity at the

expense of quality.

5 Discussion

The assessment of the previous section has shown that behavioural factors such as reciprocity

towards the employer, income targeting, reputation building, and procedural fairness can either

strengthen or dampen the effect of pay inequality on employees’ morale and effort. If not

appropriately controlled for, these issues may impair the identification of treatment effects.

Nevertheless, the assessment has also highlighted how a number of existing laboratory designs

have managed to avoid these potential confounds. In this section, we will use the key findings

from this assessment to shed some light on the evidence reported in the literature. Next, we

will draw a number of suggestions on how to improve the design of laboratory experiments that

aim to test for the effect of pay inequality on effort in the future.

5.1 Does pay inequality affect worker effort?

In light of the assessment of this paper, it can be useful to re-interpret the evidence on the pay

inequality hypothesis that is reported in the literature. The key findings from the assessment are

summarised in Table 4, which lists, for each experiment discussed, how the evidence has been
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reported in the literature, how the evidence should be reinterpreted in light of the assessment

of this paper, what is the main potential issue affecting the identification of treatment effects,

and whether the experimental design managed to control for it.

Table 4: Evidence of the Effect of Pay Inequality on Effort

Evidence Issues

Reported Post-assessment Potential Resolved

Gift-exchange Games

Charness and Kuhn (2007) No evidence Inconclusive Procedural fairness ✗

Gächter and Thoni (2010) Disadvantageous No evidence Reciprocity ✗

Gächter et al. (2012) Disadvantageous Disadvantageous Reciprocity ✓

Nosenzo (2013) Disadvantageous Disadvantageous Reciprocity ✓

Charness et al. (2016) Advantageous Inconclusive Reputation building ✗

Piece-rate Payment Schemes

Burchett and Willoughby (2004) Some evidence Relative evidence Income targeting ✗

Bartling and von Siemens (2010) No evidence Inconclusive Income targeting ✗

Ku and Salmon (2012) Disadvantageous Relative evidence Income targeting ✓

Greiner et al. (2011) Some evidence* Relative evidence Income targeting ✗

Bracha et al. (2015) Disadvantageous Inconclusive Testing approach ✗

Cardella and Roomets (2022) No evidence* Relative evidence Income targeting ✗

*Note: Recall that Greiner et al. (2011) (Cardella and Roomets (2022)) find that pay inequality has a positive
(null) effect on effort—measured in terms of quantity of output produced, while both studies find that it
negatively affects the quality of the output. In line with how effort has been measured in the rest of the
literature, we interpret this as some (no) evidence pre assessment, and relative evidence post assessment.

Unfortunately, the picture stemming from Table 4 is not much clearer than the one at

the start of our assessment. Nevertheless, we can draw some general observations. In terms

of experiments adopting three-person gift-exchange games, the evidence remains mixed, even

though a number of designs managed to control for the potential issue of vertical fairness

towards a subject-employer—either by removing intentionality (Gächter and Thöni, 2010), or

by allowing employees to know the employer’s choice set (Gächter et al., 2012; Nosenzo, 2013).

On the other hand, the interpretation of the evidence from experiments using piece rates requires

some caution. First, as a general principle, whatever is the effect of pay inequality on effort

that is documented in these sttudies, it should be considered as evidence relative to the effect

of income targeting on effort. Second, it is important to acknowledge that, if present, income

targeting behaviour may incentivise subjects to produce more, forgoing ‘quality’. Once these

considerations are accounted for, evidence from piece rates designs suggests that the morale

effect of pay inequality dominates the incentive for income targeting.

Overall, despite an initial hope to obtain a more transparent picture of the effect of pay

inequality on effort at this point, evidence on this hypothesis remains yet mixed and inconclusive.
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Hence, further research is needed, especially in the form of appropriately designed experiments.

With this objective in mind, the next section draws from the key findings of this paper to

provide a set of recommendations to the design of laboratory experiments in the future.

5.2 Recommendations for future research

We conclude this discussion by delineating a set of recommendations for future laboratory

designs. These recommendations will serve two purposes: i) to improve the control of potential

confounds, such as reciprocity responses or income targeting incentives; and ii) to isolate the

effect of pay inequality on morale and effort stemming from horizontal fairness considerations.

In general, experimental designs should:

� Consider procedural fairness: it is important for experiments to control for employees’

perception of fairness in relation to pay inequality, in particular, whether it is perceived

to be justified or unjustified. While there can be several ways to do this, the approach

of Bracha et al. (2015) and Cardella and Roomets (2022), who anchor subjects’ beliefs

of their ability using an assessment task at the start of the experiment, and then induce

pay inequality via a random allocation mechanism, seems to be a promising method to

generate unjustified pay inequality.

� Choose the appropriate control / testing approach: while finding evidence in support of

hypothesis H-C does not allow to conclude anything about the effect of pay inequality on

effort—lower-paid employees will naturally exert less effort than higher-paid employees,

especially under piece-rate payment schemes—it has been established that both {private;

inequality} and {public; equality} treatments can serve as appropriate controls. How-

ever, it would be interesting to design experiments implementing both treatments, and

to investigate which of these would lead to higher effort outcomes. Doing so would help

to understand whether it is pay secrecy (private inequality), or wage compression (pub-

lic equality), the most effective way to attenuate any existing effect of pay inequality on

employees’ effort.

� Control for loss aversion: which could explain the relative stronger response of effort

to disadvantageous pay inequality treatments in the existing literature. Further, loss

aversion is a key psychological driver of the incentive to increase effort when subjects

perceive to be underpaid under piece rates. In particular, in piece-rate designs using
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{private; inequality} as the control treatment (hypothesis H1-A), it could be useful to

measure subjects’ loss aversion, and then use this information as an additional control

when analysing experimental data. While there is no widely accepted standard method to

measure loss aversion that is applicable to riskless environments, a starting point would

be to follow the approach taken by Gächter, Johnson, and Herrmann (2022) and/or Fehr

and Goette (2007).

In three-person gift-exchange games, designs should aim to control for reciprocity behaviour

(vertical fairness) and reputation building:

� Make the employer’s choice set common knowledge: which will enable to control for the

effect of vertical fairness considerations even in control treatments in which information

on relative pay is private or there is pay equality. As noted, a number of studies may have

achieved this by eliciting employees’ choices through the strategy method (Gächter et al.,

2012; Nosenzo, 2013)—according to which employees sequentially become aware of all the

possible wages that they can be paid. However, the strategy method cannot be used in

experiments featuring a real effort task.

� Run an additional treatment without the employer choosing pay: which should eliminate

vertical fairness considerations (see, for instance, Study 3 of Gächter and Thöni (2010) in

which the subject-employer becomes passive). Hence, this paper recommends the design

of experiments featuring {exogenous; flat wage} treatments, in which wages are either

manipulated by the experimenter (but subjects do not know this), or set by a random

mechanism.

� Avoid repeated interactions: that could lead to incentives for reputation building, espe-

cially if the employees-employer match remains the same throughout the whole experi-

ment. Repeated interactions could also introduce other confounds out of the control of

the experimenter (e.g. learning effects).

When using piece rates, designs should aim to control for income targeting behaviour, which

may generate an incentive to increase effort when subject-employees are paid the lower pay rate:

� Induce an artificial income target: when adopting the {private; inequality} treatment as

the control treatment (hypothesis H1-A). As such, the income targeting incentive will

be present even in the control treatment, and any evidence of treatment effects when
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information on relative pay is public can be attributed, more exclusively, to the morale

effect of pay inequality on effort. A possible approach would be to manipulate subjects’

expectations about their final earnings as in Abeler, Falk, Goette, and Huffman (2011).

� Set a large pay gap: which would discourage income targeting behaviour by lower-paid

employees. Doing so would then allow a more clean identification of the morale effect of

pay inequality, independently of whether the design uses {private; inequality} or {public;

equality} as control treatment.

� Recognize the tradeoff between quantity and quality: doing so would allow to identify more

clearly the incentive given by piece rates (and the effect of income-targeting behaviour) on

effort. This would also enable to get a better picture of the consequences of pay inequality

on effort, when there is a trade-off between quantity and quality of output produced.

6 Concluding Remarks

The hypothesis that pay inequality affects worker effort finds support in behavioural economic

theories suggesting that social comparisons have a major role in influencing employees’ per-

ception of fairness and morale in the workplace. The very existence of pay secrecy and pay

compression practices is testimony to the fact that these concerns are common among compen-

sation managers. However, despite a rich body of empirical literature, the evidence stemming

from controlled laboratory experiments is mixed, and our understanding of the effect of pay

inequality on effort still incomplete.

This paper contributed to this literature from the perspective of laboratory experiments.

First, it has provided a novel taxonomy to classify existing laboratory designs investigating the

effect of pay inequality on effort. These can be categorised between multi-lateral gift-exchange

games and designs adopting piece-rate payments schemes. In so doing, the paper highlighted

important methodological differences and similarities in the literature, as well as the existence of

a number of confounds that may have impaired the identification of the effect of pay inequality

on effort. Second, the paper developed a model of worker preferences that is suitable to charac-

terise subjects’ effort responses in these experiments. In fact, the model enables to analytically

distinguish between the impact of horizontal pay comparison on worker effort, and other impor-

tant fairness evaluations that could stem from reciprocity towards a subject-employer, or from

concerns about income inequality—alongside those about pay inequality. A key contribution of
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the paper consisted in adopting this conceptual framework to provide a formal assessment of

the ability of these designs to identify the effect of horizontal pay comparison on effort.

This assessment has shown that failure to account for a number of confounds, such as

reciprocity towards a subject-employer in multi-lateral gift-exchange games, and income tar-

geting behaviour in designs adopting piece-rate payments—as well as other important design

features such as the role of procedural fairness, and incentives for reputation building in re-

peated interactions—may lead to inaccurate interpretations of experimental data and evidence.

In light of this assessment, this paper calls for a more cautious and informed interpretation of

the evidence reported in the literature, and delineates a set of recommendations on how to im-

prove the identification of the effect of pay inequality on effort for the development of laboratory

designs in the future.

To conclude, the findings of this paper also bear a wider implication for the development

of laboratory experiments in a multi-worker environment. In fact, the assessment of this paper

suggests that whether experiments are aiming to identify the effect of either pay inequality,

reciprocity, or income inequality, on workers’ perceptions of fairness and effort, it is crucially

important to ensure that the other two dimensions for fairness considerations are either appro-

priately controlled for, or removed, by design.
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A Appendix

A.1 Gift-exchange and reciprocity

In this section we show that the impact of morale stemming from vertical fairness considera-

tions, as modelled by the function G in Section 3.2, is analogous to the “reciprocity payoff”

characterising a more general model of a gift-exchange game with reciprocity. To do so, we

build on the theory of sequential reciprocity developed by Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004),

and we apply it to a two-player game setting with one-sided reciprocity. That is, we assume

the worker is motivated by reciprocity, while the firm is motivated only by profit (see also

Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2000) and Dickson and Fongoni (2019)).

Consider a worker i and a firm f , playing a canonical, one-shot, gift-exchange game. The

firm moves first and chooses the wage wf ∈ {wL, wH} that maximises their material payoff

πf , which is given by profit: πf = ei − wf . The worker moves second, and chooses effort

ei ∈ [0, emax] that maximises their utility:

ui = πi + Yiκifχi fi,

where πi = wf − d(ei) is the worker’s material payoff (the function d is defined in Section 3.2),

and Yiκifχifi is the worker’s reciprocity payoff with respect to the firm f (Dufwenberg and

Kirchsteiger, 2004): Yi is a non-negative parameter describing i’s sensitivity to reciprocity; κif

is the worker i kindness to the firm f , it is positive if i is kind and negative if i is unkind;

χi fi is the worker i’s belief about how kind the firm f is to the worker i. It is positive if

the worker i believes j is kind to them, and negative if the worker i believes j is unkind to

them (mathematically χi fi is equivalent to κfi—i.e. how kind is f to i—although it captures

a psychological component that pertains to i and not to f). If Yi > 0 then: if i believes that

f is kind to them (i.e. χi fi > 0), then i’s reciprocity payoff with respect to f is increasing in

i’s kindness to f . If i believes that f is unkind to them (i.e. χi fi < 0), then i’s reciprocity

payoff with respect to f is decreasing in i’s kindness to f . This is the way in which ui reflects

the idea that if i thinks that f is kind (unkind) to them, then i wants to be kind (unkind) in

return. Another key feature is that κif and χi fi depend on worker i’s beliefs. κif is measured

by comparing the material payoff that i believes that f gets to the set of material payoffs that

i believes that f would get were i to choose differently than he does. Effectively, i is kind if he
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believes he gives f ‘a lot’ relative to what i believes he could give to f in principle. Conversely,

i is unkind if he believes he gives f ‘very little’ relative to what i believes he could give to f in

principle. χi fi is measured similarly, except one has to ‘move up’ a level in the belief hierarchy.

For example, i believes f is kind if i believes f believes she gives i ‘a lot’ relative to what f

believes she could give to i in principle.

An important ingredient of this class of models is the definition of kindness. Rabin (1993)

and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) define i’s kindness as the difference between what i

believes he gives to f , πf , and the average of the maximum and minimum payoff that i believes

he could give to f in principle, which we denote by πri
f . Hence, κif = πf − πri

f , where πri
f

is a reference point measuring how kind is i to f (for a given i’s belief of what f is going

to do, normally denoted bif ). Similarly we define the worker’s belief of f ’s kindness, as the

difference between what f believes he gives to i, πi, and the average of the maximum and

minimum payoff that f believes he could give to i in principle, which we denote by π
rf
f . Hence,

χi fi = πi − π
rf
f , where π

rf
f is a reference point measuring how kind is f to i (for a given i’s

belief of f ’s belief of what player i is going to do, normally denoted by ci fi). Nevertheless, as

also Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) point out, there is no deep justification for picking the

average of the maximum and minimum payoffs, except that the choice is simple and does not

affect the qualitative performance of the theory.

First note that without reciprocity, the worker will choose ei = ēi > 0 (ēi defined in Section

3.2), for any given wf and the firm will choose wf = wL. Next, to study the game under

reciprocity it is necessary to characterise κif and χi fi (noting that in this setting we do not

model the firm’s decision, and the worker does not have to form beliefs about what wage the

firm has chosen, since they actually observe the wage before choosing effort). Let us first

characterise χi fi, the belief of the worker about how kind the firm has been with them. By

definition, χi fi = πi−π
rf
f where πi = wf −d(ẽi) and π

rf
f = 1

2 [w
H −d(ẽi)+wL−d(ẽi)], where ẽi

captures worker i belief of firm f ’s belief of how much effort the worker will exert. This implies

that

χi fi = wf − 1

2
[wH + wL].

Then, we can characterise κif = πf − πri
f , which is a measure of how kind the worker is to the

firm. By definition, κif = πf − πri
f where: πf = ei − wf and πri

f = 1
2 [e

max − wf + ēi − wf ], for

any given wf chosen by the firm, and effort level ei chosen by the worker (note ei = 0 is never
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Pareto efficient for the worker given our assumption on d). This implies that

κif = ei −
1

2
[emax + ēi].

Hence, for any given wage offer wf we can rewrite the worker’s utility as:

ui = wf − d(ei) + Yi

{
ei −

1

2
[emax + ēi]

}{
wf − 1

2
[wH + wL]

}
. (11)

The worker believes the firm has been kind to them if wf > 1
2 [w

H + wL] and unkind if wf <

1
2 [w

H + wL], hence we can define rGi ≡ 1
2 [w

H + wL] as the worker’s reference wage for vertical

fairness evaluations. Analogously, we can define eRf ≡ 1
2 [e

max + ēi] as a reference effort level to

measure the worker kindness towards the firm. In the paper, we assumed for simplicity that

rGi = wH (the reference for the firm’s kindness is given by their highest available alternative)

and that eRf = ēi (the reference for the worker’s kindness is given by the effort the worker

would exert absent reciprocity considerations). Finally, introducing asymmetries in fairness

evaluations (which in the model of Section 3.2 are justified by loss aversion), that is, Yi = 1

when wf > rGi and Yi = λ > 1 when wf < rGi , it turns out that the utility in (11) is analogous

to (1) in which 1G = 1, and 1S = 1I = 0 as required.

A.2 Piece rates and income targeting

In Section 4.2 we assumed that if the information on the co-worker piece rate zj is known, then

worker i will expect ωj to be higher (lower) than their wage, ωi, if worker j is paid a higher

(lower) piece rate. That is, we assumed that Eωj ⋛ ωi if zj ⋛ zi. In this section we will show

that this assumption holds if the pay gap |zi − zj | is sufficiently large.

First of all note that Eωj = E[ejzj ] = Eejzj , since zj is known. Hence, whether the

assumption holds crucially depends on the worker i’s expectations about of how much effort

their co-worker j will exert, denoted by Eej . Nevertheless, the behaviour of j also depends on

their expectations about how much effort worker i will exert, denoted by Eei. Thus, worker i

choice of effort will depend on their expectations about their co-worker j’s expectations about

their (worker i’s) effort. An analogous reasoning applies to worker j. We are therefore interested

in situations in which these expectations are consistent with each other for given zi and zj .

Let us consider the case in which zi < zj , which is also the one considered in the assessment

of Section 4.2. There are three possible scenarios: i) worker i expects that worker j’s effort is
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such that eizi = Eejzj when zi < zj , and worker j expects that worker i’s effort is such that

Eeizi = ejzj ; ii) worker i expects that worker j’s effort is such that eizi > Eejzj when zi < zj ,

and analogously worker j expects Eejzi < ejzj ; iii) worker i expects that worker j’s effort is

such that eizi < Eejzj when zi < zj , and analogously worker j expects Eeizi > ejzj .

For scenario i) to be consistent with workers’ expectations, it must be that Eeizi = Eejzj

when zi < zj ; for scenario ii) it must be that Eeizi > Eejzj when zi < zj ; and for scenario iii)

it must be that Eeizi < Eejzj when zi < zj . Let us now consider each scenario in turn.

Scenario i). This case would imply that workers expects their final earnings to be the same,

hence ωi = rIi and ωj = rIj , which implies that:

Eei = ē+ αλ[zi − zj ] + [1− γ]zi

Eej = ē+ α[zj − zi] + [1− γ]zj .

For this scenario to be consistent with workers’ expectations, it must be that Eeizi = Eejzj ,

hence it must be that:

ēzi + αλ[zi − zj ]zi + [1− γ]z2i = ēzj + α[zj − zi]zj + [1− γ]z2j .

Rearranging this equation, after some algebra, yields:

[1− γ][zj + zi] = −ē− α[zj + λzi],

which never holds since the right-hand side is negative, while the left-hand side is positive.

Hence, in this scenario workers’ expectations are inconsistent with the outcome of their expected

behaviour.

Scenario ii). This case would imply that worker i expects their final earnings to be higher

than worker j and worker j expects their final earnings to be lower than worker i, hence ωi > rIi

and ωj < rIj , which implies that:

Eei = ē+ αλ[zi − zj ] + zi

Eej = ē+ α[zj − zi] + [1− γ + λγ]zj .

For this scenario to be consistent with workers’ expectations, it must be that Eeizi > Eejzj ,
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hence it must be that:

ēzi + αλ[zi − zj ]zi + z2i > ēzj + α[zj − zi]zj + [1− γ + λγ]z2j .

Rearranging this equation, after some algebra, yields:

z2j γ[λ− 1]

zj − zi
< −ē− α[zj + λzi]− [zj − zi],

which, again, never holds since the right-hand side is negative, while the left-hand side is

positive. Hence, in this scenario workers’ expectations are inconsistent with the outcome of

their expected behaviour.

Scenario iii). This case would imply that worker i expects their final earnings to be lower

than worker j and worker j expects their final earnings to be higher than worker i, hence ωi < rIi

and ωj > rIj , which implies that:

Eei = ē+ αλ[zi − zj ] + [1− γ + λγ]zi

Eej = ē+ α[zj − zi] + zj .

For this scenario to be consistent with workers’ expectations, it must be that Eeizi < Eejzj ,

hence it must be that:

ēzi + αλ[zi − zj ]zi + [1− γ + λγ]z2i < ēzj + α[zj − zi]zj + z2j .

Rearranging this equation, after some algebra, yields:

z2i γ[λ− 1]

zj − zi
< ē+ α[zj + λzi] + [zj − zi],

which may hold for a given configuration of parameters. In fact, it can be deduced that as zj

increases the right-hand side gets larger, while the left-hand side gets smaller. Hence, there

exists a zj such that the inequality above always holds, for given zi, α, γ and λ. In this scenario

workers’ expectations can be consistent with the outcome of their expected behaviour, and we

assume that the zj is large enough so that this assumption holds.
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